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Muon id and isolation efficiencies in EWK PAG 

● Muon ID and Isolation Efficiency Study at EWK 
● Problems/Suggestions/Worries in official Tag and Probe Tool 
● Conclusion 

By Anna Kropivnitskaya    

on behalf EWK group 

Muon DPG-PH meeting, 31 October 2011 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 
Purpose of this talk: 

 Review which Tools are used for Muon ID and Isolation  
 efficiency calculation at EWK group  

EWK-11-020:  Update of the Drell Yan analysis with 1.1 fb-1 of 2011 data 
                       (thanks to S.Stoynev, A. Svyatkovskiy, A. Drozdetskiy) 
EWK-11-003:  Measurement of the weak-mixing angle in the Drell-Yan 
                       process at LHC with CMS  
                       (thanks to Nhan Tran) 
EWK-11-004:  Forward-backward asymmetry of Drell-Yan pairs 
                       (thanks to Efe Yazgan, Yeonsei Chung) 
EWK-11-005:  Measurement of the Muon Charge Asymmetry  
                      in Inclusive W Production 
                      (thanks to Jiyeon Han) 
EWK-11-009: Study of V+gamma final states 
                      (thanks to Y. Maravin, L. Gray, C.M. Kuo, O. Hindrichs) 
EWK-11-010:  Measurement of WW and observation of WZ and ZZ 
                      in leptonic modes <- no reply yet (thanks to V. Brigljevic) 
EWK-11-012:  Measurements of Z+b-jet cross section 
                      (thanks to Roberto Castello) 
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Muon Selection 

Tight Muon selection (VBTF): 
    - is global (also tracker) muon 
    - Num_trhits ≥ 11 
    - Num_pixhits ≥ 1 
    - Num_matchStations ≥ 2 
    - Num_validMuonhits ≥ 1    
    - d0 < 0.2 cm 
    - norm. tr. Χ2 < 10 

Tag muon: 
    - Use HLT_SingleMu samples 
    - tight muon + match to HLT object 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 
EWK-11-020:  Update of the Drell Yan analysis with 1.1 fb-1 of 2011 data 

Muon Selection: 
  - VBTF standard selection 
  - |η| < 2.4 
  - pT > 31 GeV for leading muon, pT > 7 GeV for  
  - using PF relative isolation without photons: 
  - no corrections to PU 
Extra di-muon selection to suppress QCD: 
   - Pass a vertex probability cut Pvtx > 0.02, showing they originate from the same vertex 

Efficiency study: 

   - Official Tag and Probe for muon ID and Isolation 

   - Cut based Tag and Probe for muon ID and Isolation 
         - Isolation cut I < 0.05 for tag muon to suppress BG 
         - no fit, counting entries 

   - LKT (DY analysis: pt-dependence in details [AN 2011/013]) for Isolation (see slide 24): 
      - could measure efficiency where Tag and Probe has no enough statistics 
         by combining muons with  proper environment <- very effective tool   

€ 

I =
T

ch arg ed(p
particles
∑ + T

neutralE ) /
T

µp < 0.2

- Good agreement 
   in 2010 
-  2011 results under 
   scrutiny 



S. Stoynev 

- Significant structure in eta for Muon GLB+ ID 

Feedback from EWK analyses 
EWK-11-020:  Update of the Drell Yan analysis with 1.1 fb-1 of 2011 data 

A. Svyatkovskiy 

RECO+ID PF ISO 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 

EWK-11-020:  Update of the Drell Yan analysis with 1.1 fb-1 of 2011 data 

A. Svyatkovskiy 
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Official Tag and Probe: 
-  Scale factor less then 1% 
-  PF isolation helps to 
  avoid additional     
  inefficiency due to  
  pile-up of up to 1% 
-  ECAL very strong depend 
  on PU 

Relative combined  
PF no Egamma < 0.2 

Relative combined  
no ECAL < 0.15 VS 

Relative combined with ECAL < 0.15 Relative tracker < 0.15 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 

EWK-11-009: Study of V+γ final states 

Muon Selection: 
  - VBTF standard selection 
  - Wγ: |η| < 2.1 and pT > 35 GeV 
  -  Zγ: |η| < 2.4 and pT > 20 GeV 
  - |dZ| < 0.1 cm to suppress PU effect  
  - Relative combined isolation corrected on PU:  
     Isorel(TRK+HCAL+ECAL-rho25*π*ΔR2)/pT < 0.15, ΔR = 0.3 

Efficiency study:   

-  Official Tag and Probe 

- For cross checks also private tag-and probe code. 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 
EWK-11-009: Study of V+γ final states 

Isolation efficiency study: 

Relative combined isolation corrected on PU  
Isorel(TRK+HCAL+ECAL-rho25*π*ΔR2)/pT < 0.15: 

No PU dependence is observed 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 

EWK-11-012:  Measurements of Z+b-jet cross section 

Muon Selection: 
  - VBTF standard selection 
  - |η| < 2.4 
  - pT > 25 GeV 
  - Relative isolation  
     Isorel(TRK+HCAL+ECAL)/pT < 0.15 
  - no corrections to PU 

Efficiency study:   

- Official Tag and Probe 

-  In order to match the event topology a preselection of the events to be used 
    in the T&P is performed by requesting at least 1 jet with pT>25 GeV in the event 

- For cross checks also private tag-and probe code  (similar to the official method but 
   implemented with private code). 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 
EWK-11-010:  Measurement of WW and observation of WZ and ZZ 
                      in leptonic modes <- no reply yet 

Example of WZ (other analyses are similar): 
 - VBTF standard selection 
  - |η| < 2.4 
  - pT > 15 GeV (for Z) and pT > 20 GeV (for W)  
  - Isorel(TRK+HCAL+ECAL)/pT < 0.15 (for Z), 0.1 (for W) corrected on PU, 
     based on the FastJet determination of the energy density ρ  
     due to underlying event and pileup. 

Official Tag and Probe: 
Use dimuon trigger: Tag muon match to HLT_Mu30_v* -> (GLB+ID) = 97.5%  
                                 <- a little bit higher if just use single muon trigger 

Systematic: The correction factor rho = eff_data/eff_MC is taken  
                and take the uncertainty on rho as systematic source  
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Feedback from EWK analyses 

EWK-11-005:  Measurement of the Muon Charge Asymmetry  
                      in Inclusive W Production 
Muon Selection: 
  - VBTF standard selection 
  - |η| < 2.4 
  - pT > 25 GeV 
  - No isolation at all for W+/W- 
  - Use isolation cut only from background rejection Z: 
    Isorel(TRK+HCAL+ECAL)/pT < 0.15 
  - no corrections to PU 

Efficiency study:   

-  Private Tag and Probe Tool 
     - Subtract the background using the same charge event method 
     - no fit, counting events 

-  Official Tag and Probe Tool is under investigation 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 
EWK-11-005:  Measurement of the Muon Charge Asymmetry  
                      in Inclusive W Production 

-  No charge asymmetry is observed 

-  Significant suppress of efficiency  
   at high pT -> under investigation 

= VBTF + Trigger 
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Feedback from EWK analyses 

EWK-11-003:  Measurement of the weak-mixing angle in the Drell-Yan 
                       process at LHC with CMS 

-  Shape analysis -> no Tag and Probe 
-  Muon ID/isolation efficiencies is non-traditional: 
     - use data-driven tag and probe floating acceptance shape 
     - the acceptance effect is symmetric in observable cosθ* 
        -> large floating -> small effect 

EWK-11-004:  Forward-backward asymmetry of Drell-Yan pairs 

 AFB=(F-B)/(F+B):  Efficiency and pile-up have only a very small/ 
 secondary effect on the AFB measurement, didn’t estimate yet    
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Some interesting observation 

-  For high pT track which are close to each other 
   requirement of global muon drop efficiency significantly 
-  Should use loose muons requirements for such case 
    (it is known effect MUO-10-004, just remind everyone)  
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Problems/Suggestions/Worries at official T&P 
Problems: 
-   Take a long time to fit. 
-   Very often fit is not converges for some bins and gives unreliable errors. 

Suggestions:  
-  Needs up to date tutorial or good reference to it. 
-  Needs more transparent interface for users and good examples.  
-  Needs tool which allowed to reweight MC at Tag and Probe. 
    For example reweighting of Pile up. 
-  Needs tool that point out to unprescaled HLT_L1SingleMu trigger 
    with lowest threshold. Useful for matching of tag muon with it. 
-  Drell-Yan: use pass a vertex probability cut Pvtx > 0.02 for di-muon 
-  Always better to have 2 independent official tools to cross check efficiency 
     (at EWK group LKT and cut based T&P are used for example) 
-   Official recommendation on estimating a systematic uncertainty on 

efficiencies and corrections would be very welcome. 

Worries: 
-  Almost no events with pt > 100 GeV at Tag and Probe 
     ->  Possible review method of using single muon sample for high pt muon 
         efficiency calculation. 
-  What will be with Tag and Probe in 2012 when threshold for  
     HLT_L1SingleMu will rise significantly? 
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Conclusion 

-  Review of the EWK is presented 
    - most of analyses use official Tag and Probe Tool 
       with muon selection very close to standard 
    - most difference in isolation criteria 

-  Suggestion of improvement of official Tag and Probe Tool is listed 

Thanks to all contributors listed at page 2 
Thanks to Gautier Hamel de Monchenault, Slava Valuev, Ivan Mikulec  
                 and Darin Acosta for useful discussions  
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Back up 



methods to determine the efficiency 
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In the Drell-Yan analysis we have two T&P based methods to determine the efficiencies 
per muon. One is based on the standard T&P package and the other is cut-based. In 
addition we use the LKTC method for an independent measurement of the isolation 

efficiency 

The official T&P package is fit based and although the background in the Z peak is very 
small it relies on a proper description of the background shapes (due to the fit on 

failing probes) which may bias the results in specific cases. 

The cut-based T&P relies on a very tight requirement on the tag (in particular isolation) 
to reduce the background to a negligible level. Any additional background (in principle 

measurable in some limits) gives rise to a bias in the measurement. One can 
investigate single (inefficient) events as no fit is applied. 

We used the two methods (+ LKTC) to compare and validate measurements in 2010 
data and are following the same approach in 2011 data    
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efficiency 2011 
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no ECAL definition motivation 2010 
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Cut-based T&P: 
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Results (standard T&P) 

RECO+ID PF ISO TRIG 

RECO+ID ISO TRIG 

RECO+ID, PF isolation and trigger efficiencies as a function of muon probe kinematics  

RECO+ID, PF isolation and trigger efficiencies and efficiency correction factors as a  
function of dimuon invariant mass 

Alexey Svyatkovskiy 20 
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Results (cut-based T&P) – 2011 data 

Trigger efficiencies 

Full reconstruction efficiency 
Tracker muon efficiency with respect to  
STA muons (L2 triggers used) 

Stoyan 
Stoynev 
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PF based isolation 
Particle Flow based isolation relies on all the particles  

reconstructed in an event 
Suited with pile-up removal tools  

Use pfNoPU sequence to remove charged hadrons 
from PU 

The relative combined PF based isolation definition  
we use: 

I =
T

charged(p
particles
! + T

neutralE ) /
T

µp

PF isolation helps to 
avoid additional 
inefficiency due to  
pile-up of up to 1% 

No loss in signal to  
background ratio 

Relative combined  
PF no Egamma < 0.2 

Relative combined  
no ECAL < 0.15 

Alexey Svyatkovskiy 22 
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What is LKT? 
•  LKT stand for Lepton Kinematic Templates method 
•  Essentially LKT method has three parts 

  Selecting events that would have UE/PU/#jets conditions similar to events in question. 
  Let’s call such events “environment events”. 
  Preparing kinematic templates 

  typically it is a set of pt,eta,phi for all prompt leptons in an event 
  for DY it’s 2 leptons, for HZZ4l it’s 4, for WZ3l analysis, it’s 3 leptons 
  Templates don’t have to be limited to pt,eta,phi of leptons and       
    could be extended further to other features of events of interest.    
    For example for DY events we could look at isolation efficiency vs.  
    m(ll) as well – one may expect some difference for events far from the  
    peak, which may get off-peak through bremsstrahlung 

  Then: every environment event is used for isolation measurements by way of  
  “throwing” N templates into such event one template set at a time and using  
   template directions as if they are real leptons to measure isolation efficiency  
   (which would also take any existing correlations between leptons by construction).  

  Since prompt leptons become non-isolated by chance and have typically  
    no (or little) correlations with hadronic activity of the event, every  
    environment event could be used multiple times and typical N is ~50-100.  
    The latter allows to make much more precise measurements and/or have  
    more bins, more dimensions for measurements. 
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A few examples of LKT usage 
•  Improving precision 

  First isolation efficiency measurement from data by CMS (Spring-Summer 
2010, EWK PAS) [AN 2010/116] – using just a few golden W,Z events 

  DY analysis: pt-dependence in details [AN 2011/013] 
•  Taking into account different hadronic-activity environment of the events: 

measuring isolation efficiency for prompt SUSY leptons [AN 2010/372] 

First measurement on just a few 
golden events: cut efficiency 

DY analysis: precise isolation 
efficiency measurement vs. PT 

Prompt SUSY leptons isolation 
efficiency: calibration vs. level 

of hadronic activity 

Alexey  
Drozdetskiy 
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Limitations 
•  LKT method works perfectly for muons, however isolation of electrons has 

complications (bremsstrahlung)  
  One either needs to find a way to calibrate and correct for the resulting bias 

or to include (typically small) systematics 
More on advantages 

•  To take the example of the SUSY analysis [AN 2010/372] further 
  We could actually calibrate isolation efficiency for prompt leptons in 

question vs. #PU vertices (isolation corrections we already use in most of 
the CMS analyses attempt exactly that) 
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